1995 ford bronco transmission
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here and in need of help. Transmission was completely rebuilt with new torque converter. All
sensors, MLPS etc replaced. Here is the problem from day one Runs fine for them for a few days
as a thier parts runner. There is also a slight engine miss that shows up intermittently about the
time the tranny takes a dump as well. Tranny guys says the only thing left is the computer and
wants to replace that next. Could it be the computer?? I would hate to start all over again at
another shop as I am in the hole almost 2K with this place. Thanks for any help, Tom. Rons
beast Active member Staff member. Hey Tom, I feel your pain! Could be the computer. I would
tell the tranny shop that you would pay for the computer if it fixes the problem, and only if it
fixes the problem. Just a thought here, but many times weird problem show up because of bad
grounds. Hope this helps. Thanks for your response Commander - I am only a weekend warrior
wrencher but have suspected an electrical ghost from the start. I will mention the bad ground
thing to the tranny guy but I wouldn't know where to start after checking the battery to block.
After that, I'm lost as I'm very week on electrical stuff. Could a bad ground anywhere be suspect
or only a ground specific to the transmission be suspect? Thanks, Tom. Hey Tom, Grounds to
the body and frame to body ground would be my starting points. But it isn't unusual for the
battery to engine ground to be an issue. I believe M5, and BullyBob have the diagrams for
finding all the grounds. You do have the battery to body pig tail connected, don't you? A lot of
times they get cut off. Last edited by a moderator: Jul 26, With the wheelwell gone, it's easy to
inspect the frame ground, just inboard of the spring tower on top of the frame rail. The check
engine warning indicator comes on briefly when the ignition switch lock cylinder is turned to
ON, and should turn off when the engine starts. If the CEL does not come on when the ignition
switch lock cylinder is turned to ON or if it comes on while the vehicle is moving, the system is
malfunctioning. Is CEL on while driving? If the CEL does not light up at all when starting it; then
suspect that bulb is burnt-out or loose, socket was damaged by PO or shop, etc. The 4-wheel
anti-lock brake system in is self monitoring. When the ignition switch is placed in the RUN
position, the anti-lock brake electronic control module will perform a preliminary self check on
the anti-lock electrical system indicated by a momentary illumination of the amber ABS warning
light in the instrument cluster. During vehicle operation, including normal and anti-lock braking,
the anti-lock brake electronic control module monitors all electrical anti-lock functions and
some hydraulic operations. Is ABS light on while driving? No jumping around like a flea in-heat
or off MPH? Cruise Control if equipped is inop? Run it around to heat the engine up and shift
thru all gears including Reverse. The function of each of these components and the associated
symptoms and diagnostic trouble codes DTCs are also given. Many input sensors provide
information to the powertrain control module, which then controls the actuators that affect
transmission operation. The PSOM processes this input signal information and relays it to the
powertrain control module and the speed control module. This signal tells the powertrain
control module the vehicle speed in miles per hour mph. Used as an input in determining shift
scheduling and electronic pressure control. Symptoms: Harsh engagements, firm shift feel,
abnormal shift schedule, unexpected downshifts may occur at closed throttle, abnormal torque
converter clutch operation or engages only at wide-open throttle WOT. May flash transmission
control indicator lamp. When the switch is pressed, a signal is sent to the powertrain control
module. The powertrain control module then energizes the transmission control indicator lamp
and the coast clutch solenoid, applying the coast clutch to provide engine braking and cancels
fourth gear operation. The TCIL indicates overdrive cancel mode activated lamp on , electronic
pressure control circuit shorted or monitored sensor failure lamp flashing. Sensor:
Transmission Control Switch. Symptoms: No overdrive cancel when switch is cycled. Actuator:
Transmission Control Indicator Lamp. Symptoms: Failed on â€” overdrive cancel mode always
indicated, no flashing for electronic pressure control circuit shorted. Failed off â€” overdrive
cancel mode never indicated, no flashing for electronic pressure control circuit shorted, also
may be due to a bad fuse. Erratic operation flashing may be due to a wiring concern. The
throttle position sensor detects the position of the throttle plate or lever and sends this
information as a voltage signal to the powertrain control module. If a malfunction occurs in the
throttle position sensor circuit, the powertrain control module will recognize that the throttle
position sensor signal is out of specification. The powertrain control module will then operate
the E4OD transmission at a higher line pressure to prevent transmission damage. This high line
pressure causes harsh upshift and engagements. Used as an input to determine shift
scheduling and electronic pressure control. Symptoms: Harsh engagements, firm shift feel,
abnormal shift schedule, abnormal or no torque converter clutch operation. The vehicle speed

sensor signal is used by the powertrain control module to calculate vehicle speed in mph.
Symptoms: Harsh engagements, firm shift feel, abnormal shift schedule; unexpected
downshifts may occur at closed throttle, abnormal torque converter clutch operation or torque
converter clutch engages only at wide-open throttle. The TR sensor incorporates a series of
step-down resistors which act as a voltage divider. The powertrain control module monitors this
voltage which corresponds to the position of the gearshift selector lever P, R, N, D , 2 or 1. The
powertrain control module uses this information to determine the desired gear and electronic
pressure control pressure. The TR sensor is located on the outside of the transmission at the
gearshift selector lever. Symptoms: Harsh engagements, firm shift feel. Diagnostic Trouble
Codes: , , , Last edited by a moderator: Jul 27, Seabronc New member Staff member. While you
are checking the ground cables, check the condition of the lug connection to the cable. If there
is any corrosion, replace the cable. Also, make sure to disconnect the ground cable and clean
the lug and the point of contact. When you reconnect the ground, you can cover the area with a
small amount of silicone grease to keep moisture off it. Thanks guys. I am eternally grateful for
your input. If my OJ Mobile would have been here with me I would have been all over this today
but it's at the shop. I have printed this out and will take to the shop Monday morning on my way
to work. I don't expect to bruise any egos with this info as I saw the frustration when I picked it
up on Friday only to bring it back to them again 15 minutes later. They actually thanked me for
being patient and not a dick head as some customers can be. I prayed for their wisdom at Mass
this morning Be assured that I will file a full report back here on the outcome of this nightmare
whether good or bad. Thanks again, Tom I shoulda kept my 87 Bronco. Sold it in with over k and
it's still on the road today He was a whiz at setting up carbs and gearing and other mechanical
work. The OJ Mobile came home on Friday with a new aftermarket computer no charge and is
running very well so far. No misses, hesitations and is shifting well although I haven't driven too
far or have beaten on it yet I'm still spooked. I did take it fishing Sunday and we got two small
snook and a couple of very nice trout Past Monday I took all of the info you gave me about
ground issues to the tranny guy. He said that he had already went all over the grounds but
would look over the info and grounds again and thanked me for info. They pulled the old
computer and cracked the case and it showed some nasty things. So they replaced it. I was also
told that the bad computer cooked my tranny in the first place. But here is my confusion the
tranny crapped out exactly the same before the rebuild as after the rebuild. Did it really need
rebuilt? Needless to say, OJ got the needed spa treatment this weekend. Full tank, wash, wax,
oil change, grease job and ten point inspection by "Tom the village idiot". Next weekend is
plugs, wires and distributor. I will keep you all posted. Thanks again for the help. Hopefully, the
Bronco will be ok. Use an absorbent white facial tissue and wipe the fluid level indicator. High
or Low Fluid Level; A fluid level that is too high may cause the fluid to become aerated due to
the churning action of the rotating parts of the transmission. If fluid level is high, excess fluid
MUST be removed. A fluid level that is too low will affect transmission operation, such as:
slipping, slow engagements, damage to internal hardware. Low level may indicate fluid leaks
that may cause transmission damage. If fluid level is low, refer to the following procedure. If a
major service, such as a clutch, band, bearing, etc. Last edited by a moderator: Aug 4, Joined
Dec 17, Messages I struggled with this for a long time and it turned out to bad solder
connections on the PSOM, part of the instrument cluster. I sent the cluster to a speedo shop in
Florida and the truck shifts fine. Programmable, speed omitter module. The trans would all if a
sudden shift hard and bang, OD light would flash. I tried replacing all the sensors, checked the
wiring harness for shorts and finally read a wright up on the P. M programmable, speedometer,
odometer, module it part of the instrument cluster. I sent the cluster to a speedometer shop in
Florida, they rebuilt it and the truck has been fine ever since. Google PSOM. You must log in or
register to reply here. Members online No members online now. Latest posts J. My lady or my
Bronco? But I love my Bronco! Latest: johnnyreb Today at AM. Forum statistics Threads 21,
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